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Sustainable development  

Sustainable development is a pattern 

of resource use that aims to meet 

human needs while preserving the 

natural environment so that these 

needs can be met not only in the 

present, but in the indefinite future. 

The term was used by the Brandt 

and Commission which coined what 

has become the most often-quoted 

definition of sustainable development 

as development that "meets the 

needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own 

needs." The field of sustainable 

development can be conceptually 

broken into three constituent parts: 

environmental sustainability, 

economic sustainability and social. 

Racism:  

Racism or racialism is a form of race, 

especially the belief that one race is 

superior to another. Racism may be 

expressed individually and 

consciously, through explicit 

thoughts, feelings, or acts, or socially 

and unconsciously, through 

institutions that promote inequality 

between races. 
In the 19th century many legitimized 

racist beliefs and practices through 

scientific theories about biological 

differences among races. Today, 

most scientists have rejected the 

biological basis of race or the validity 

of "race" as a scientific concept. 

Racism, then, becomes 

discrimination based on alleged race. 

Racists themselves usually do believe 

that humans are divided into 

different races.  
There are two main definitions of 

racism today. One of them states 

that racism is discrimination based 

on alleged race; the other - newer - 

one state that racism has started to 

include also discrimination based on 

religion or culture.       
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Drop out of school  

Increasing stress in school, at work, 

and at home has caused many 

students to drop out of school to 

escape their problems. With this 

increasing amount of stress and 

work, some students have become 
very frustrated and depressed. 

Students then drop out of school and 

take the easy way out to eliminate 

some of that stress. Students who 

are most likely to drop out of school 

are those who do not have a great 

interest in school, or students that 

have many adult responsibilities 

placed upon them. These problems 
can force some students into the 

work force. They do this both to 

provide money for themselves and to 

fill the gap that was once school.  

Air pollution 

air pollution can affect our health in 

many ways with a both short-term 

effects different groups of individuals 

are affected by air pollution in 

different ways .some individuals are 
much more sensitive to pollutants 

than are others. young children and 

elderly people after suffer more from 

effects of air pollution people with 

health problems such asthma .heart 

and lung disease may also suffer 

more when the air is polluted the 

extent to witch in individual is 

harmed by air pollution usually 
depends on the total to the 

damaging chemicals. The duration of 

exposure and the concentration of 

the chemicals must be taken into 

account. This s the end of paragraph 

I wish to benefit it ok   

A drought  

A drought is a prolonged, abnormally 

dry period when there is not enough 

water for users' normal needs. 

Drought is not simply low rainfall; if 

it was, much of inland Australia 

would be in almost perpetual 

drought. Because people use water in 

so many different ways, there is no 
universal definition of drought...  

Meteorologists monitor the extent 

and severity of drought in terms of 

rainfall deficiencies. Agriculturalists 

rate the impact on primary 

industries, hydrologists compare 

ground water levels, and sociologists 

define it on social expectations and 

perceptions. 
Science, and technology:  

The distinction between science, and 

technology is not always clear. 

Science is the reasoned investigation 

or study of phenomena, aimed at 

discovering enduring principles 

among elements of the phenomenal 

world by employing formal 

techniques such as the scientific 
method. Technologies are not usually 

exclusively products of science, 

because they have to satisfy 

requirements such as utility, usability 

and safety.  

Technology is often a consequence of 

science and engineering — although 

technology as a human activity 

precedes the two fields 

In this sense, scientists and 

engineers may both be considered 

technologists; the three fields are 

often considered as one for the 

purposes of research and reference. 
 

Globalization  

Globalization refers to increasing 

global connectivity, integration and 

interdependence in the economic, 

social, technological, cultural, 

political, and ecological spheres. 

Globalization is an umbrella term 
and is perhaps best understood as a 

unitary process inclusive of many 

sub-processes (such as enhanced 

economic interdependence, 

increased cultural influence, rapid 

advances of information technology, 

and novel governance and 

geopolitical challenges ) that are 

increasingly binding people and the 
biosphere more tightly into one 

global system . 

There are several definitions and all 

usually mention the increasing 

connectivity of economies and ways 

of life across the world. The 

Encyclopedia Britannica says that 

globalization is the "process by 

which the experience of everyday life 

... is becoming standardized around 
the world." While some scholars and 

observers of globalization stress 

convergence of patterns of 

production and consumption and a 

resulting homogenization of culture, 

others stress that globalization has 

the potential to take many diverse 

forms. 

humor  
I think that the best things to relief 

from stress is to watch some sitcoms 

or hear something funny like jokes 

...person should develop his sense of 

humor and he should be cool , Comic 

and optimistic, because some expert 

of mental. Health has noted that we 

can't imagine going through a day 

without laughter.  

Humor will make every part of your 
life better.  

It will help you trough difficult times 

and it will help you make the good 

times even letter, also I twill attract 

good people and good situations to  
You. So cheer up. 
Citizenship  

is membership in a society, 

community, city or town but now 
usually a country and carries with it 

to political participation; a person 

having such membership is a citizen. 

Citizenship status often implies some 

responsibilities and duties. It is 

largely coterminous with nationality 

although it is possible to have a 

nationality without being a citizen 

legally subject to  

a state and entitled to its protection 
without having rights of political 

participation in it); it is also possible 

to have political rights without being 

a national of a state. In most 

nations, a non-citizen is a non-

national and called either a foreigner 

or an alien Citizenship. 

Cultural values  

Groups, societies, or cultures have 
values that are largely shared by 

their members. The values identify 

those objects, conditions or 

characteristics that members of the 

society consider important; that is, 

valuable. In the United States, for 

example, values might include 

material comfort, wealth, 

competition, individualism or 

religiosity. The values of a society 
can often be identified by noting 

which people receive honor or 

respect. In the US, for example, 

professional athletes are more highly 

honored than college professors, in 

part because the society values 

physical activity and competitiveness 

more than mental activity and 

education. 

 

Human rights  

The concept of human rights has 

existed under several names in 

European thought for many 

centuries, After the king violated 

a number of ancient laws and 

customs by which England had 
been governed, his subjects 

forced him to sign the Magna 

Carta, or Great Charter, which 

enumerates a number of what 

later came to be thought of as 

human rights. Among them 

were the rights of the church to 

be free from governmental 

interference, the rights of all 
free citizens to own and inherit 

property and be free from 

excessive taxes. It established 

the right of widows who owned 

property to choose not to 

remarry, and established 

principles of due process and 

equality before the law. It also 

contained provisions forbidding 

bribery and official misconduct. 
The political and religious 

traditions in other parts of the 

world also proclaimed what have 

come to be called human rights, 

calling on rulers to rule justly 

and compassionately, and 

delineating limits on their power 
over the lives, property, and 

activities of their citizens. In the 
eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries in Europe several 
Philosophers proposed the 

concept of "natural rights," 

rights belonging to a person by 

nature and because he was a 

human being, not by virtue of 

his citizenship in a particular 

country or membership in a 

particular religious or ethnic 
group. This concept was 

vigorously debated and rejected 

by some philosophers as 

baseless. Others saw it as a 

formulation of the underlying 

principle on which all ideas of 

citizens' rights and political and 

religious liberty was based. 

In the late 1700s two 
revolutions occurred which drew 

heavily on this concept. In 1776 

most of the British colonies in 

North America proclaimed their 

independence from the British 

Empire in a document which still 

stirs feelings, and debate, the 

U.S. Declaration of 

Independence. 
Life in the countryside 
Many people believe that life in 

the countryside is mush better 

than in the city ,well they are 

wrong , living in the countryside 

is really difficult ,going out at 

night , for instance , is useless 

since there is nowhere to go to 

enjoy oneself, another thing is 

that when a person falls sick it is 
difficult to find an ambulance to 

take him to the nearest hospital 

.another misconception is about 

pollution , the countryside is not 

wholly clean , the air we breathe 

is not as fresh as people think 

,many houses are not connected 

to the main sewage ,and do you 

know that many factories exist 

in many villages 
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